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Abstract 
The multiplicity distribution, multiplicity moments, scaled variance and entropy of target evaporated fragment emitted in forward  
and backward hemispheres in relativistic heavy ions induced emulsion heavy targets (AgBr) interactions are investigated. It is 
found that the multiplicity distribution can be fitted by the Gaussian distribution, and the fitting parameters are different between 
two hemispheres for all the interactions. The multiplicity moment increases with the order of the moment q, and second-order 
multiplicity moment is energy independent over the entire energy for all the interactions. The scaled variance is close to one for 
all the interactions. The entropy in forward hemisphere is greater than that in backward hemisphere for all the interactions. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Scientific Committee of 26ICNTS. 
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1. Introduction 
In high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions, the multiplicity is an important variable which can help to test different 
phenomenological and theoretical models and to understand the mechanism of multi-particle production.  According 
to the participant-spectator model proposed by Bowman et al. (1973), projectile fragments, target fragments and 
produced particles, three different types of secondary particles are produced in high energy nucleus-nucleus 
collisions. The multiplicity of produced particles, mostly pions, has been studied exclusively because they carry out 
the essential information of the interaction mechanism. The target fragments include target recoiled proton (grey  
particle) and target evaporated fragment (black particle). The grey particles are formed due to fast target protons of 
energy ranging up to 400 MeV. The black particles are images of target evaporated particles of low-energy (<30 
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MeV) singly or multiply charged fragments.   For the study of the production of black particle, a little attention is 
paid because these particles are emitted at a late stage of nuclear interactions. However, the study of target 
evaporated particles is also important because they are expected to remember the history of the interactions. 
In this paper, the production of target evaporated fragments emitted from 12 A GeV 4He-AgBrǃ3.7 A GeV 16O-
AgBrǃ60 A GeV 16O-AgBrǃ1.7 A GeV 84Kr-AgBr and 10.7 A GeV 197Au-AgBr interactions are investigated. 
2. Experimental Details 
Five nuclear emulsion stacks, provided by EMU01 Collaboration, are used in present investigation. The stacks 
were exposed horizontally by 12 A GeV 4Heǃ3.7 A GeV 16Oǃ60 A GeV 16Oǃ1.7 A GeV 84Kr and 10.7 A GeV 
197Au. BA2000 and XSJ-2 microscopes with a 100× oil immersion objective and 10× ocular lenses were used to 
scan the plates. Details of track scanning and track classification can be found in our paper by Zhang et al. (2014).  
To ensure the targets in nuclear emulsion are silver or bromine nuclei, we have chosen only the events with at 
least eight heavy ionizing track particles.  
3. Experimental results 
Fig.1 shows the multiplicity distribution of target evaporated fragment emitted in forward hemisphere (emission 
angle Td90q), backward hemisphere (emission angle T>90q) and whole space. It is found that the distribution can be 
well fitted by a Gaussian distribution for 3.7 A GeV 16Oǃ60 A GeV 16Oǃ1.7 A GeV 84Kr and 10.7 A GeV 197Au 
induced AgBr interactions, but for 12 A GeV 4He induced AgBr target interactions the distributions can be fitted by 
the superposition of two Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian fitting parameters are different between the forward 
and backward hemispheres for all the interactions which may be commented that the nature of the emission of target 
evaporated particles differs between the two hemispheres. 
 
   
Fig. 1. (Color online)The multiplicity distribution of target evaporated fragment emitted in forward hemisphere, backward hemisphere and whole 
space, the solid lines are the results from the Gaussian fitting. 
 
The multiplicity moments (C-moments), are defined as q
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q nppnnnC )(¦¦ !! , where q is a positive 
integer called the order of the moment and pn the probability of producing n particles. The multiplicity moments of 
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black particles emitted in forward and backward hemispheres in our investigated interactions are presented in Table 
1. It is found that the multiplicity moment increases with the order of the moment q, and second-order multiplicity 
moment is energy independent over the entire energy for all the interactions. 
The variance of the multiplicity distribution can be used to measure the multiplicity fluctuation. In order to study 
the multiplicity fluctuation of high energy collisions, we use a scaled variance defined by Ghosh et al. (2011), 
!!! nnnw )( 22 . The study of scaled variance can very easily reveal the nature of correlation among the 
produced particles. If the value of w is much greater than1, it may be said that there is a strong correlation among the 
produced particles. In contract, if the value of w is close to one, feeble correlation is indicated. Table 1 presents the 
results of scaled variance of the black particle emitted in forward and backward hemispheres for our investigated 
interactions. It is found that the value of w is close to one in two hemispheres for all the interactions.  
 
Table 1. The multiplicity moments, scaled variance and entropy of target evaporated fragment emitted in forward and backward hemispheres in 
high energy heavy ions induced emulsion heavy targets (AgBr) interactions.   
                               ! fbn         ! bbn      )(2 fbnC      )(2 bbnC       )(3 fbnC       )(3 bbnC       )( fbnw       )( bbnw      )( fbnS         )( bbnS  
12 A GeV 4He        4.61±0.05    3.65±0.06    1.38±0.06     1.41±0.06    2.35±0.17    2.43±0.17    1.76±0.02    1.50±0.01    2.38±0.12    2.20±0.09 
3.7 A GeV 16O        6.04±0.11    4.46±0.08    1.28±0.09     1.31±0.09    1.94±0.21    2.02±0.22    1.72±0.02    1.39±0.01    2.54±0.24    2.29±0.18 
60 A GeV 16O         6.00±0.12    5.11±0.11    1.22±0.10     1.23±0.10    1.74±0.23    1.72±0.21    1.32±0.04    1.15±0.01    2.36±0.27    2.28±0.23 
1.7 A GeV 84Kr       6.36±0.21    4.20±0.17    1.24±0.16     1.36±0.22    1.77±0.34    2.30 ±0.60   1.51±0.02    1.52±0.07    2.49±0.44    2.26±0.37 
10.7 A GeV 197Au   5.02±0.11    3.65±0.09    1.29±0.11     1.39±0.13    1.94±0.24    2.32 ±0.35   1.46±0.01    1.41±0.02    2.38±0.23    2.17±0.20 
 
It is of interest to note that the entropy of produced particles can be easily calculated using their multiplicity 
distribution. The entropy has been defined by Simak et al. (1988) as 
nn n
ppS ln¦ , which is related the fractal 
dimension. The entropy is invariant under an arbitrary distortion of multiplicity scale, in particular, if a subsample of 
particles is chosen such as charged particles. The entropy of black particle emitted in forward and backward 
hemispheres is presented in Table 1, the results show that the entropy in forward hemisphere is greater than that in 
backward hemisphere for all the interactions, which further confirm the result from multiplicity distribution in 
forward and backward hemispheres. 
4.  Conclusions 
The multiplicity distribution, multiplicity moment, scaled variance, entropy of target evaporated fragment emitted 
in forward and backward hemispheres in 12 A GeV 4Heǃ3.7 A GeV 16Oǃ60 A GeV 16Oǃ1.7 A GeV 84Kr and 
10.7 A GeV 197Au induced emulsion heavy targets (AgBr) interactions are investigated in present investigation. The 
multiplicity distribution of target evaporated fragment emitted in forward, backward hemisphere and whole space 
can be well fitted by the Gaussian distribution, the fitting parameters are different between two hemispheres for all 
the interactions which may be commented that the nature of the emission of target evaporated particles is different. 
The multiplicity moments increase with the order of the moment q, and second-order moment are energy 
independent over the entire energy for all the interactions. The scaled variance is close to one for all the interactions 
which may be said that there is a feeble correlation among the produced particles. The entropy of target evaporated 
fragment emitted in forward hemisphere is greater than that in backward hemisphere for all the interactions.  
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